We summarize the calculation of the weak corrections to dijet production at hadron colliders, comprising tree-level effects of O α s α, α 2 and loop corrections of O α 2 s α . Although suppressed by the small value of the coupling constant α, the weak radiative corrections can become large in the high-energy domain due to the appearance of Sudakov-type and other high-energy logarithms. Generally the corrections to the transverse-momentum distributions are larger by approximately a factor of two compared to the corresponding reach in the invariant-mass distributions, because the invariant-mass distributions are not, unlike the k T distributions, dominated by the Sudakov regime at high scales. The electroweak tree-level contributions are found to be of the same generic size as the loop corrections.
Introduction
The inclusive dijet production pp → j j + X is an important process to test the Standard Model in the previously unexplored region that is now accessible at the LHC as well as in the search for physics beyond the Standard Model, see e.g. Ref. [1] . Furthermore, it delivers crucial constraints in the fit of the parton distribution functions (PDF), in particular for the gluon PDF at high momentum fraction x.
The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections have been calculated a long time ago [2] , and a substantial effort is currently put into the computation of the corrections at next-to-nextto-leading order (NNLO) in QCD, where the results for the purely gluonic channel have been presented in Ref. [3] recently. Here we report on our calculation [4] of the purely weak radiative corrections of O α 2 s α to dijet production. Corrections at this order have been previously calculated for the single-jet-inclusive cross section in Ref. [5] , and preliminary results to dijet production were shown in Ref. [6] .
In spite of the suppression by the small value of the coupling constant α, it is well known that the electroweak (EW) corrections can become large in the high-energy domain due to the appearance of Sudakov-type and other high-energy logarithms. Considering that the data collected with the LHC running at the centre-of-mass (CM) energy of √ s = 7 TeV was already able to probe this high-energy domain of dijet invariant masses M 12 and jet transverse momenta k T up to approximately 5 TeV and 2 TeV, respectively, it is important to investigate the impact of these electroweak corrections. Guided by the aforementioned logarithmic enhancements, we have restricted ourselves to the calculation of the purely weak radiative corrections at the order α 2 s α in the first step, which will be denoted by α 2 s α w in the following. They form a well-defined gauge-invariant subset of the full EW corrections which can be supplemented by the remaining photonic QED corrections at a later time.
Dijet production at hadron colliders
When investigating the EW effects in dijet production one first has to note that already at leading order (LO) there are EW contributions in case of the four-quark processes given by the exchange of an electroweak gauge boson between the two quark lines. This leads to the Born cross section not only consisting of the purely QCD contributions of O α 2 s , but also from interference 
The virtual corrections of O α 2 s α w illustrated by terms of some typical interferences.
and squared contributions of O α s α, α 2 . The different diagrams and their respective contribution to the different orders in case of the subprocess ud → ud are shown in Fig. 1 . Note that only the product between the t-channel and u-channel diagram gives a non-vanishing contribution to the interference term of O (α s α) due to the colour structure. In the LO cross section the photonic contributions are fully taken into account. At NLO we restrict our calculation to the purely weak corrections at the order α 2 s α w with a selection of diagrams for the virtual corrections shown in Fig. 2 . Contributions at this order can be obtained by considering weak O (α w ) corrections to the Born QCD cross section (O α 2 s ) or by considering QCD O (α s ) corrections to the LO interference terms (O (α s α w )). A strict separation of the corrections is not possible, owing to the appearance of diagrams of the type such as the third one-loop diagram in Fig. 2 (a) , which could be attributed to both. Instead, one has to consistently take into account all corrections defined by the order in perturbation theory. A more extensive discussion of the calculational details can be found in Ref. [4] .
Numerical results
We define a dijet event by requiring at least two jets with a transverse momentum k T > 25 GeV each and a rapidity y with |y| < 2.5, where we employ the anti-k T algorithm with the angular separation parameter of R = 0.6 for the jet definition. Further details on the numerical input can be found in Ref. [4] . The NLO correction relative to the Born cross section σ 0 is defined via σ NLO = σ 0 × (1 + δ 1-loop weak ). In order to quantify the impact of the LO EW contributions of O α s α, α 2 which are omitted in purely QCD predictions, we further introduce a relative correction factor δ tree EW with respect to the Born QCD cross section, σ 0 = σ 0 QCD × (1 + δ tree EW ). The results for the LHC with the CM energy of √ s = 8 TeV are shown in Figs. 3 (a,b) for the differential distributions with respect to the dijet invariant mass M 12 and the transverse momentum of the leading jet, k T,1 , respectively. The weak radiative corrections show the typical behaviour expected from the Sudakov-type logarithms which are negative throughout and increase in magnitude at higher scales. However, they turn out to be only of moderate size in case of the M 12 distribution reaching approximately −3% for an invariant mass of M 12 = 2 TeV. This can be understood by the fact that the high-M 12 tail of the distribution is not dominated by the Sudakov regime where all scales (Mandelstam variablesŝ,t,û) are simultaneously required to be much larger than the gauge- boson mass (ŝ, |t|, |û| ≫ M 2 W ), but instead are dominated by the Regge (forward) region whereŝ is large but |t| or |û| remain small. In case of the transverse-momentum distribution, on the other hand, the high-k T,1 domain probes the Sudakov-regime, and we observe larger NLO weak corrections, reaching around −6% for leading-jet transverse momenta of k T,1 = 1.5 TeV. The tree-level EW contributions are similar in size, but opposite in sign, leading to significant cancellations in the sum. The rise of δ tree EW with higher scales can be understood by inspecting the parton luminosities: At lower values of M 12 and k T,1 the cross section is dominated by the gluon-induced processes which do not contribute to the LO EW cross section. The only non-vanishing contribution to δ tree EW comes from the four-quark processes which gain in importance for higher scales, in contrast to the gluon-induced processes which become more and more suppressed due to the rapidly decreasing gluon luminosity. In order to explain the larger corrections observed in the k T,1 distribution compared to the M 12 distribution one needs to inspect the dominant contribution to δ tree EW coming from the O (α s α) interference terms of the valence quark-quark scattering: q 1 q 2 → q 1 q 2 , q i ∈ {u, d}. In the case for the subprocess ud → ud the different contributions to the LO cross section are given in Fig. 1 . Owing to the colour structure, only the interferences between t-and u-channel diagrams deliver a non-vanishing contribution and lead to the observed effect that δ tree EW is larger in the central region. Figure 4 shows the respective results for the LHC running at a CM energy of √ s = 14 TeV, which exhibits an over-all behaviour similar to the 8 TeV setup. Owing to the deeper reach into the high-energy domain we observe larger loop corrections which amount to approximately −6% for an invariant mass of M 12 = 6 TeV and −11% for leading-jet transverse momenta of k T,1 = 3 TeV. Although the tree-level EW contributions show a weaker dependence on the collider energy compared to the weak loop corrections, they are still similar in size leading to large cancellations in the sum. The weak radiative corrections to the k T,1 distribution are again larger by almost a factor of two compared to the corresponding reach in the M 12 distribution, in consequence of the fact that the high-k T,1 tail is, unlike the M 12 distribution, dominated by the Sudakov regime.
